
 Wild Land Rock Cruiser 
Hard Shell Roof Top Tent

INSTRUCTION MANUAL



Product description：

Material and specification：

Product frame：

Top hard shell

This semi-auto roof top tent could be set up easily by 2 persons, set up and fold down in seconds 
with patented gas strut assisted opening mechanism. Enjoy the outdoor life in whatever weather !

A. The whole frame uses aluminium alloy, parts of joints use strong nylon.
B. Heavy duty tent material and all seam taped for great waterproof.
C. Good quality mattress provides comfortable sleep experience.
D. Telescopic aluminium alloy ladder is removable and endure 150kg
E. Tent fully opened dimensions: 205x139x100cm
F. Tent closed dimensions: 221x155x25cm
G. Net Weight: 75kg (ladder not included)  Gross Weight: 94 kg

Gas strut assist

Bottom frame
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Two detachable bars could be install horizontally or vertically on shell as you need. Please 
install the bars on roof tent before mounting tent on car top：

Horizontal installation

① Insert fixed parts of bar into slot of frame on both side.

Vertical installation

② Adjust the height of bar then screw tightly with M8x15mm Hex Bolt, M8 Flat Washer and
M8  Arc Washer.

③ If install vertically, use Hex Wrench adjust the direction of fixed parts of bar as below, then
follow step 1 and 2.

Horizontal direction Vertical direction

Installation:

M8 Arc Washer

M8 Flat Washer

Note:Please make sure nothing loaded on the 
top shell when opening/closing the tent.
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Installation:

1. Install your roof rack per the manufacturers instructions and in the
load bearing position on the vehicle.

2. Lift up the tent onto the rack from car side. Adjust the tent to
the roof center, ensuring the rear door can be opened/closed.

4. Slide T Shape Bolts into the middle hole of rail,
with U-Shape Stator, M8 Arc Washer, M8 Flat
Washer, and Plastic Nut lightly screwed in
advance.(as P2)

5. Screw the other side of U Shaped Stator with
component in order as above, and ensure Stator
tightened(as P3, same operation for rest).

3. Slide the T Shape Bolts into the rails from two
sides(as P1).

P3

M8 Arc Washer

M8 Flat Washer

P1

P2
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M8 Flat Washer
(4pcs)

INCLUDED TOOLS:

Tool Bag
6mm Hex Key(1pc)

M8x15mm Hex Bolt
(4pcs)

Aluminum Rivet(2pcs)

U Shape Stator(4pcs)

M8 Flat Washer(8pcs) M8 Arc Washer(8pcs)

Plastic Nut(8pcs)

M8 Arc Washer
(4pcs)

T shape bolts(8pcs)
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1. Release all buckles around the tent.

2. Push up the tent from its back side.

Setting up:

3.Tent will be opened automatically with 
the gas strut assist.

4. Push up the shell from the front side. 
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5. Hang ladder on the frame, then adjust the length.
(Ensure ladder is stable)

6. The tent is fully set up.

Setting up:
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1. Close all windows. Hook the elastic ropes 
inside the tent(as P1). Zip up the front door to 
two thirds position. Tuck shoes bags 
inside(as P2). Then press down the shell.

2. Pull down the belt puller on the 
back side to collapse the tent.

3. Remove then shorten the ladder. Then lock 
all buckles around the tent.
(Notice: ensure no fabric expose to outside)

Folding down:

PVC PVC

   

 

P1
P2
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Once cylinder rod does not work , pls double check as below.  

1. If cylinder rod is covered by any fabric.
2. If there is any air leaking from the cylinder rod. If 

yes, the cylinder rods need to be replaced.
Loosen the scews of the cylinder rod with a 
screwdriver, and change a new one.  pls see 
pictures below. 

TROUBLESHOOTINS TIPS (IF NEEDED):
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